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Hugo’s
Bookshelf
An American Tolkien™
Tolkien Society
News and Review Feature
edited and selected by Philip W. Helms
Fiftieth Anniversary of
Minas Tirith Evening-Star
Minas Tirith Evening-Star (MTES) began publication
in September 1967. We have traditionally observed the
anniversary of this event on Hobbit Day, September 22. We
have in past years recapped the history of the publication, and
will not burden this issue with a repetition. However, fifty
years is a respectable period of time, and we take a certain pride
in that history. It is also, perhaps, remarkable that the original,
founding editor, Phil Helms, is still involved with MTES and
the Society after these several years.
We will continue our current mode of operation until
the fiftieth anniversary of MTES. Thereafter in consideration
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of several factors, we will cease hardcopy publication of MTES
and incorporate it as a feature of our website,
www.americantolkiensociety.org. Materials submitted and
accepted will be published on the site as they become available
and time permits. When new material is added, the date will be
added to each item
In part, this arrangement reflects the reality of
submissions: since the Jackson films appeared, the rate of
submissions of acceptable material has declined markedly, and
much of the focus of fandom has shifted to digital media. In
addition, this will reduce operating expenses and time demands
on our volunteers. It will also further one of our original goals:
equal service to all members, regardless of geographic location.
The realities of mail service have led to higher dues rates to
accommodate the higher postage rates to other nations. Online
publication will eliminate the need of postage for MTES and
permit a uniform rate for all.
In celebration of the anniversary, and in recognition of
this shift in mode of operation, Society dues will be reduced to
$5.00 US per year across the board, regardless of location.
This was the initial dues rate in 1975 when the Society began
operation. We will continue to offer membership for those who
wish to retain that dignity and to support the relatively modest
cost of maintaining the website and related matters. However,
access to the website will not be restricted and will not require a
password or code of any sort. MTES will be available to all
comers online.
For those who have already paid dues at the current
rate, we will offer, upon request, a prorated rebate of dues (or
extension of membership) based on scheduled expiration. If
you do not request a rebate, we will gratefully accept these
amounts as contributions to defray operating expenses.
We will continue to offer hardcopy back issues while
the inventory lasts. In honor of the anniversary, the “all
available back issues” package will be reduced from $100.00
US to $50.00 US, noting as well that current inventory includes
about 30 back issues. In memory of our late Board of Founders
member, Paul S. Ritz, who was himself a librarian, the first five
libraries to request “all available back issues” on or after 09-222017 will receive the package free of charge.
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Frodo’s Trip to Mordor as a Google Map
Mark Carpenter
boingboing.net
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The maps include options for calculating speeds/
distances on foot, by boat, and by eagle. This appears to be a
very nice piece of work, and our congratulations to Carpenter
and to boingboing.net.

- AAH
Georgian house with JRR Tolkien connection
goes on sale for £2 million

A rural Georgian property with connections to JRR
Tolkien has gone on sale for £2 million.
Lydbrook Farm House in Wantage, Oxfordshire, was
home to Tolkien's third son Christopher, whose wife edited
Tolkien's Letters from Father Christmas.
The four-bedroom property, on the market with agents
Knight Frank, comes with a study, attractive sitting rooms with
wood-burning stoves and a drawing room with French windows
that open up onto quaint gardens.
It also has another enviable space - a two-storey coach
house that sits nestled in the home's grounds which has a bedroom, lounge and kitchen area.
While tucked away in the idyllic Oxfordshire countryside, the property has got good transport links to both Oxford
and London.
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It is just a 25-minute drive from Oxford city centre and
trains from nearby Didcot take 45 minutes to get into London
Paddington.
•An earlier version of this article stated that JRR Tolkien had lived in Lydbrook Farm House in the 1940s. In fact, at
no time did the author live in this house and we apologise for
the error.
By Alex Matthews For Mailonline
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4016708/HouseJRR-Tolkien-connection-goes-sale-2million.html?
ito=email_share_mobile-masthead

- AAH
Christopher Tolkien
Awarded the
Bodley Medal
Christopher Tolkien,
son of author J.R.R. Tolkien, is
to receive the Bodley Medal.
The Bodley Medal is
awarded by the Bodleian Libraries of the University of
Oxford to individuals who
have made outstanding contributions to the worlds of literature, culture, science and communication.
Christopher Tolkien is a scholar and editor who has
spent the last 40 years editing his father’s posthumously published work, ensuring that his father’s “rich literary legacy”
could be read by all.
Christopher Tolkien’s editorial work on his father’s
manuscripts is underpinned by his academic career at the University of Oxford. He studied English at Trinity College and
earned a B. Litt in Old Norse Literature. He went on to become
a Fellow and Tutor in English Language at New College and a
University Lecturer in Early English Language and Literature,
and served in these roles from 1964 to 1975.
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Richard Ovenden, Bodley’s Librarian, said:
“Christopher Tolkien’s contribution as a scholar and editor has
been immense. Without his dedication and commitment, his
father’s works would not have reached such a broad public audience and without his erudtion and scholarship J.R.R. Tolkien’s work would not have been presented so fully and with
such authority.”
Christopher Tolkien said: “Although I have never
looked for anything remotely of such a kind, I find it especially
welcome to receive the Bodley Medal in that it affirms the
unique significance of my father’s creation and accords a worthy place in the Republic of Letters to Tolkien scholarship. It
gives me particular pleasure that the award comes from and is
conceived by the Bodleian, where a great part of my father’s
manuscripts lie and where I have happy memories of the great
library itself.”
By Natasha Onwuemezi
thebookseller.com

- AAH

Frisian The Two Towers
Minister, scientist and translator Liuwe Westra has
completed the text of part two of The Lord of the Rings: the
publication of the Frisian translation The Two Towers (De Twa
Tuorren) was planned for F riday November 11, 2016.
The first part of the translation (It Selskip fan de Ring,
2011) was positively received. Translating the works of Tolkien
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is a tricky business, one needs a complete control over the language in both prose and poetry, physiography and dialogue,
from biblical style to pub talk. According to the critics Westra
completed the master trail with great success, and according to
both Sietse de Vries (Leeuwarder Courant) and Mark Hooker
(international Tolkien expert) the Frisian translation is even
better than the Dutch translation (by Max Schuchart), which is
widely acclaimed to be a very decent translation!
In part two Westra does two things with the translation
that will make it unique. First he used Oudfries (Ancient Frisian), the language of 800 years ago and was spoken from Dordrecht (south-west Netherlands) until Bremen (north Germany),
to illustrate words and several sayings by the people of Rohan.
Tolkien let the people of Rohan speak Anglo-Saxon, the oldest
remaining form of English. Like birds of a feather Anglo-Saxon
resembles Ancient Frisian, thus the choice was natural. The
ancient Frisians and the Angel-Saxon peoples could easily interact with each other. With this the Frisian translation gains a
lot of authenticity opposed to those translations that leave the
Angel-Saxon intact.
Second Westra gave the translation, in collaboration
with photographic artist Maartje Roos (Hurdegaryp/Ljouwert),
a special accent. The two towers of Orthanc and Barad-dûr,
Gandalf on the magical horse Shadowfax, and the wide landscape of Rohan have been – by a unbelievable work of photographic art – transferred to the Frisian landscape, with Frisian
church towers and a Frisian horse with a Frisian wizard. Tolkien’s themes are universal – and because of that it is very to
‘transimagine’ them to one’s own landscapes.
The publication will be very special because traditional
bookbinder Wytze Fopma from Wier will bind the book with a
classical hardcover. And for those who have a special interest
there will be a special limited edition with an exclusive design.
To finance the project a successful connection was
sought with a greater audience. Via the website
www.voordekunst.nl a crowdfunding was initiated, within several weeks 40 percent of the shortage was covered. There have
been positive responses from the Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds,
the Dutch Tolkien Society Unquendor, and the international fan
clubs of Tolkien on the internet.
Thus three people with a passion for quality work to-
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gether on the production of a unique product, that could only be
possible in Friesland but which the whole world can enjoy!
Contact: Liuwe Westra, +31(0)517-469245,
liuwe.westra@mensa.nl
Website: www.frysketolkien.nl
Crowdfunding: www.voordekunst.nl/projecten/4834tolkien-lotr-ii-yn-it-moaiste-frysk-1

Translated by Jeroen van Luiken-Bakker
Forodrim Forty-Fifth Year Jubilee
As now another ennead is being completed since the
society of the North-people was first founded, the 45-year jubilee of the Forodrim Tolkien Society will be magnificently celebrated on 9–11 Nárie in the year 46 (26–28 May, A.D. 2017).
The Forodrim and Its Grand Council would at this feast
like to see kin and friends from near and far make merry together with the North-people. Therefore all members of the American Tolkien Society are hereby cordially invited to the celebration’s three days of food and drink, music, dance and fun.
Should the American Tolkien Society honour this solemn occasion with an accredited embassy, the Grand Council of the
Forodrim will also gladly receive it.
Further information about the jubilee is given on the
webpage <forodrim.org/jub45/english.html>, where those who
wish to participate can also register for the event.
The American Tolkien Society is warmly welcome to
”a party of special magnificence”.
By direction of His Highness Pippin, Lord Chancellor
of Foreign Affairs,
Beregond,
Earl of the Forodrim
May a star shine upon the hour of our meeting!

- Anders Stenström
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In the

Hall of
Fire
An American Tolkien Society
Poetry Feature

Angelic Power
Cutting stone, mending dresses
Casting these spells must I spy
By knowing all that he blesses
You must know elvish eyes may cry
For all the war tend brought againt
This spirit of fire, a Noldorin prince
Less said, more known—this stain
A method blind to fact yea wince
To persist amongst three houses
Angelic power within it remain
Such are these heavenly spouses
As of yet to be proven vile or vain
Upon her breast spent my bow
Never yet have I sent her regard
What will be worked that you know?
Amiss this heart shall I ward.

- Justin Jay Lorince
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Haughty Men
What need be said works
That condemns oneself, in
Mere composure. We must
Appear they think to themSelves, their women overConfident, blind are they in
The mountain, my pai becomes
Sweet, haughtier with each
Smile, the alliance is broken
Where this dread helm fashioned
So ashamed to never find beauty
In blue eyes, golden hair
Then to witness their hidden
Fall, I feel to blame, shall the
Wind stir no more. Stirring
The land of echoes with what
Is to come. No comfort nor wisdom
Found in that golden house, so
I took their spirit with me,
To the court of Thu we held
Off those echoes of Neldoreth
As long as we could, they would return . . .
If I had a son -

- Justin Jay Lorince
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Eglath
I felt enough time had passed
Some rote of man felt
The darkness found alone
What was not sent for the
Bridge or as a people, shall I
Detail what is lost. In more
Than one way it shall be brought
Here, feigning depravity, sleighting
The aspirant, accepting our loneliness
As justice. Oh their
Wickedness shall brim the
Enemy wants them the most
Many filled their hearts with
Pride at knowing this they
Flicked burning coals at these
Grey eyes in our darkest hour
When returned they confessed
It was for our protection. When
He returned . . .
I felt enough time had passed.

- Justin Jay Lorince

Swelling Waters
Timid waters come a dream
Left to the wilderness; like
Purities discretion what seem
Veins swallow the wind like
Sheltering the Unwilling around the
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Tree of what is to some such
Pace the streams of Esgalduin
Murmurs of peace as murmurs of
War are the same, murmurs. Lext
All pride at the beckoning of
Beauty a fly settles upon a
Reed that the sun has come
This day counter to any dream
From the root of strongest oaks
The elves plau out the drinking
Indeed the song emerges left
On Greystone lapped by a deep
Water, I still shudder at the immortal blood
Spilled—

- Justin Jay Lorince

Fires of Cresting Waters
Eternal I am,
said the sea to its brother,
the rivers of our earth.
Upon the fires of yonder we gaze,
pondering as the wind carries our rain and equal ember,
yet for life to grow anew,
the fires of many forests claim their prize
before the autumn winds of rain and storm hail down upon the
once scorched marks of old.
I remain on the shores of the earth,
time now still for the life once more grows anew,
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not to fires of old but to waters which fall upon the blackened
darkness of the ruined forests.
I give life where there is none,
yet the sun arises once more,
scorching heat upon the world,
the lady of light,
now returned.
Darkness be no longer, for thy light shines upon the creation of
your very visage.
*This is a poem I wrote about the Valar of the Sea.

- Christian Johansson

Darkness of Heart
Through anger and hate,
fires of ashen dust,
I hate, I hate those most blightful of creatures.
Disgusted I stand in the shadows,
Ever watching as I whisper those words of mine,
ever watching as I sing that darkened song of all that which is
me.
Wronged I've been, and still remain, cast aside like no other.
It will be so,
no longer,
arise my creatures of dark and gloom.
Spread the whole of that which is mine,
and mine alone until nothing remains,
but that of most,
ashen of dust.
* This one depicts Morgoth

- Christian Johansson
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Silmaril
Before the day, before the sun,
Before men came, the elves were one.
Quendi!
Before the night, before the moon,
Before the elves beheld their doom,
Past the shore, beyond the sea,
In Valinor there were two trees.
Calaquendi!
Tree of white, rival of stars,
rained silver dew in nights afar.
Telperion!
Tree of gold, blossom of sun,
Fire-flowers bloomed til day was done.
Laurelin!
Tirion, city bright,
Flourished in the trees’ deep light.
Tirion!
In Valinor, undying shore,
I shall remember evermore.
Silmaril, Jewel of light,
Silmaril, Jewel of might
Flower of Yavanna’s trees,
Power, beauty one in thee.
Feanor, crafter of lore,
Wrought within his secret forge
Ethereal, without hue, three stones glorious to view.
Adamant, stronger still
Than the best of mithril
Nothing but a simple shell
To hold the light he loved so well.
He caught the light of Telperion,
Vibrant silver ever bright.
Caught the gold light of Laurelin,
To mingle with the white.
Thus came to be Silmarillion.
Silmarillion!
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Silmaril, Jewel of light,
Silmaril, Jewel of might
Flower of Yavanna’s trees,
Power, beauty, one in thee.
Memory of Valinor
Tainted now and evermore.
Poisoned seeped into the land,
Sown by Morgoth’s hidden hand.
Melkor!
He smote the trees with blackened blade,
And from their light new dark was made.
Noldor fell to lies and pride,
And made sharp swords to guard their sides.
With first theft came first death,
Silmarils taken by black breath
Ungoliant!
And the arrogance of Feanor,
Brought death to the undying shore.
Kinslayer!
A rash oath, sealed with bloodied blades,
Fueled the tempest which unmade
All that had been built for peace.
Once begun, death will never cease.
Silmaril, Jewel of light,
Silmaril, Jewel of might
Flower of the Yavanna’s trees,
Power, beauty one in thee.
Coveted by all around,
War and avarice abound
Until the sons of Feanor
Pursue their bloody oath no more.
Thus split asunder were my kin,
And now have all come back again
To fight o’er light and power bright;
They brought the darkness in their spite.
Now Morgoth sits within his lair,
And troubles all both far and near.
The fairest jewel of power and light
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Only serves to seal his might,
Imprisoned in his iron crown,
Its curse will drag us all down.
And the elves who crossed the sea
Cannot unite and let peace be.
Until they hold the Silmaril,
We all are bound to Morgoth’s will.
Silmaril, Jewel of light,
Silmaril, Jewel of might
Flower of Yavanna’s trees,
Power, beauty, one in thee.
I would hold within my sight,
What is left of that tree’s light.

- J.M. Roberts

Beren’s Journey
The journey of a lifetime
Is never swift or sweet
An ache lives in my bones
And weary are my feet.
New lands and new faces
Hold no joy for me,
For those that I held dearest
I ne’er again will see.
No constant companion
To walk with through the years,
Naught left of my homeland
But memories and tears.
Exiled in the wild,
Long my road has been.
Torn, I search for peace
To mend my heart again.
Fate has decreed that I,
The son of Barahir,
Am doomed to wander far,
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And find no comfort here.

- J.M. Roberts

The Lady
Silently, she stares
Down, into her mirror
Reflected, she sees there
Herself
Her face
Her hair
Once struck with the light of the two trees
For which even the mighty would beg
A single strand.
Now faded, dim
Tired.
Her hand, adorned
By power
That once she had used
To destroy
That Hill of Dark Sorcery
Used since to guide
The bearer of the ring
Which she had
Resisted
At what cost?
Her eyes
Once sparkling
Belied fate
Memories of an age past
They had seen
The arrival
Of the Age of Men
In all these things
The Lady
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Saw a desire
To return,
Rest.
In them
She saw
Valinor
The Lady
Would leave
Lórien
For Galadriel
Alatáriel
Now surpassed in
Beauty,
Power
Was Tired
Her age was past.

- Ben Whitaker

Of Commonweal in
MiddleMiddle-earth
They may take it
without respect for your own pain or mirth
in the scramble
for anything of which there’s been a dearth,
where, in a race
of four, you’re assured a distant Fourth,
with the effect
that It pays to give them a wide berth.
For what you have or what you’re worth,
no one else cares
where everybody lives in Middle Earth.

- Robert Wooten

